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Abstract
Why has cyberterrorism (still) not happened? This article revisits two existing explanations and adds two novel 
ones. First, developing fear-inducing destructive cyberattacks is more difficult and involves more uncertainty 
in terms of producing harmful effects than conventional terrorist attacks. Second, cyberattacks rarely produce 
spectacular imagery. Since cyberattacks with the potential to cause fear do not necessarily require as high tech-
nical barriers of entry as an imagined cyber 9/11, the author adds two additional explanations to better under-
stand the absence of cyberterrorism. Third, a corporal explanation: Violent bodies most often come into being 
through memetic practices of other violent figures and artefacts but the hacker’s subjectivity is different from 
the typical non-state terrorist. Rather than through violence, the thrill of hacking emerges after having stared 
at endless lines of code, when a technical puzzle is solved, and access to an IT system is achieved. And fourth, 
a social explanation: it is difficult for prospective cyberterrorists to build the necessary amount of trust online. 
Based on these four explanations, the article sketches the likely characteristics of a future cyberterrorist. If we 
are to experience cyberterrorism from non-state actors, we will most likely face an antisocial Unabomber-like 
figure who has acquired the necessary technical knowhow independently, while not being attracted to a violent 
spectacle or to violent imitations of a jihadi or right-wing corporality.
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Introduction
The fear of cyberterrorism—the so-called cyber 9/11—reached a high at the beginning of the new mil-
lennium.[1] However, national threat assessments all over the world have incrementally downgraded the 
threat,[2] and other threats have started to dominate the security political debate, both in the public domain 
and in academia. In 2012, a questionnaire among IT-security experts showed that 79% expected a “major 
cyberterrorist attack” within one year.[3] Yet, the large, devastating and fear-inducing cyberattack conduct-
ed by a terrorist group or a lone wolf did not happen. This was a surprise to former head of CIA and NSA, 
Michael Hayden, who characterized the general use of cyberspace by terrorist groups as “sophisticated”.[4] 
In 2010, then–FBI director Robert Mueller underlined that terrorists and extremists showed clear interest in 
the use of hacking.[5] Two years later, the former head of NSA and commander of the US Cyber Command, 
General Keith Alexander, worried later that online activists possess the skills to shut down the US power 
grid.[6] This article explores why cyberterrorism has still not happened.

The academic discussions on the missing cyberterrorism peaked over a decade ago. Here, two overall expla-
nations dominated: destructive cyberattacks that seek to cause direct violence against civilians or noncomba-
tants performed for fear-generating and propagandistic effect, ultimately to (politically) coerce populations 
or conflict parties—or simply cyberterrorism [7]—are, first, technically too difficult and, second, lacking a 
spectacular visual effect.[8] Yet, the technical barriers of entry are not static over time. Today hacking tools 
have become more accessible than ever. Gangs of cybercriminals have shut down pipelines (causing pan-
ic-buying of gas) and disrupted hospital networks (resulting in the postponing of critical surgeries), while 
unknown hackers have come close to successfully poisoning water treatment plants in the United States.[9] 
We are also experiencing an increasing amount of unintentional diffusion of cyber capabilities from mili-
taries and intelligence agencies to other actors by leakages and theft.[10] Yet, we are still waiting for the first 
act of cyberterrorism to occur. 

This article starts by revisiting the two existing explanations as to why destruction and mass mobilization 
of fear through hacking is not necessarily very attractive to those subjects who are normally associated with 
conducting acts of terrorism. These technical and visual explanations approach cyberterrorism mainly as 
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a potential tool or means through which to conduct violence and pursue political ends. Yet, this article 
proposes to supplement such explanations with other explanations that perceive terrorism not simply as a 
technique, but as a form of violent subjectivity.[11] A prospective cyberterrorist must embrace both hacker 
subjectivity and a violent subjectivity. This leads to two additional explanations: a bodily and social chal-
lenge for the cyberterrorist. The addition of more explanations is needed to explain why cyberterrorist at-
tacks that do not require as high technical barriers of entry as spectacular cyber 9/11-style attacks have not 
happened. Furthermore, and importantly, the additional explanations help to identify what to look for when 
searching for the cyberterrorist. In other words, this article attempts to draw the profile of the most likely 
future cyberterrorist.

The article’s explanations and arguments find support in examples from existing research on well-known 
Islamist terrorist groups and from Anders B. Breivik, a Norwegian right-wing terrorist. Additionally, the ar-
ticle draws on anecdotal evidence from previous cyber incidents ranging from ransomware attacks to activ-
ities of so-called hacktivist groups, including the Cyber Partisans in the ongoing Russo-Ukrainian war and 
Anonymous, whose computer-savvy online subgroups were part of the early discussions on the possibility 
of a future cyberterrorist attack. 

The article argues that the technical difficulties and uncertainties involved in developing spectacular, fear-in-
ducing physical destruction are harder to overcome for cyberattacks than for conventional terrorist attacks. 
It is further argued that the online distrust and lack of ability to express oneself physically means that a fu-
ture cyberterrorist is likely to look very different from the terrorists currently dominating Western political 
discourse. The article concludes by drawing a profile of what a future cyberterrorist is likely to look like.

The Cyberterrorist’s Technical Challenge Revisited
The expectation that terrorism will take place using hacking techniques is tied to some general characteris-
tics of cyberattacks. Cyberattacks hit with lightning speed. They can be executed and affect computers inde-
pendently of geographical distance. Most are cheap to develop and easily accessible. They are also difficult to 
defend against and it is possible for the attacker to remain anonymous.[12] Several researchers have pointed 
to these characteristics when arguing that cyberattacks are an attractive tool for terrorists.[13] Yet, not all 
computers are of interest to the terrorist who wants to create fear through violence. This means that violence 
and destruction through the use of computer network intrusions are not as straightforward as alarmists 
tend to suggest. The simplest and most common explanation as to why e.g. the Islamic State and their vio-
lence-prone sympathizers have not turned to cyberterrorism is that they do not possess sufficient technical 
know-how.[14] In short, hacking with the aim of producing physical violence requires more skills than 
simply issuing fancy recruitment videos, spreading online propaganda on Twitter and sending standardized 
phishing emails to target audiences.[15] 

This point is connected to the fact that computer code only causes violent destruction indirectly. In other 
words, the primary effect of computer code is always to alter computer code in another computer. This is 
why cyberterrorists must “weaponize” the targeted computer in such a way that it enables it to cause mate-
rial destruction or bodily harm.[16] As a result, the cyberterrorist must have in-depth knowledge, not only 
about how to access, read, find vulnerabilities and write computer code, but also possess specific knowledge 
about the technical processes that can cause destruction in the selected target. If a cyberterrorist seeks to de-
rail a train, destroy a dam or melt down a nuclear reactor, it is necessary to be more than a good hacker. The 
hacker must also acquire sufficient understanding of how a train network, a dam or a nuclear reactor actu-
ally works, and understand which part of the computer code controls the potentially damaging elements. At 
the same time, the cyberterrorist must be careful not to get caught in the planning phase while also ensuring 
that no manual override functions are enabled on the side of the receiver, preventing the malicious code 
from having the desired effect. Such a planning process tends to require more time and more specialized 
resources than conventional terrorist attacks.[17]

The fact that terrorists are currently not spending their time developing sophisticated and targeted cyberat-
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tacks does, however, not mean that the necessary skills are nowhere to be found. Since the last big wave of 
academic contributions on cyberterrorism in the early 2010s, more and more actors have become capable 
of producing harmful cyber effects. However, such actors do rarely consist of lone individuals. They are in-
stead collectives of skillful hackers, whose specialized technical skills complement each other in the process 
of developing highly targeted malware. Previously, these skillful hacking collectives were located almost 
exclusively in the states’ intelligence agencies or militaries. However, today private companies and criminal 
groups develop and sell sophisticated ransomware and surveillance software, which—with minor adjust-
ments—could cause destruction.[18] This development has caused concern among some scholars. They fear 
that top criminal hackers can be hired to conduct cyberterrorist attacks, thereby overcoming the technical 
challenges.[19]

Yet, it remains unlikely that terrorists will succeed in hiring gray or black hat private hacking companies or 
cybercriminal hacker collectives. Such entities are currently experiencing great economic benefits by stay-
ing below the threshold of states’ national security politics—something the facilitation of terrorism would 
change immediately. The Colonial Pipeline ransomware attack is illustrative here. On May 7, 2021, the Rus-
sian cybercriminal syndicate DarkSide successfully targeted the 5,500 mile Colonial Pipeline—one of the 
largest and most vital oil pipelines in the United States—causing the company to halt all operations. Dark-
Side extracted $4.4 million in ransom. However, what appeared to be a straightforward ransomware incident 
quickly became a national security issue. The long queues of cars in front of American gas stations became a 
political issue and President Biden had to get involved. A week later, DarkSide seemed to have gone dark, a 
month later the US Justice Department announced it had recovered more than half of the ransom paid, and 
six months later Russia arrested some of the individuals responsible.[20] This development underlines that 
ransomware and other forms of cybercrime are both extremely lucrative and of relatively low risk as long 
as they do not interfere with national security. Supporting the terrorists’ agenda by conducting destructive 
cyberattacks, on the other hand, is, by definition, involving national security policy.[21]

Furthermore, a collaboration between cybercriminals and terrorists is unlikely for two additional reasons. 
First, terrorists who are making themselves dependent on, and share information with, people outside the 
trusted inner circle, significantly increase the risk of being caught. This point touches upon the cyberterror-
ism’s social challenge, which will be further discussed in the last section. And second, it is far from certain 
that the types of cyberattacks the hackers try to sell to terrorists are what the latter are looking for. This is 
because terrorism needs a particular visual expression to instill the much-needed fear. This is the second 
challenge that has dominated the cyberterrorism literature so far.

The Cyberterrorist’s Visual Challenge Revisited
For decades, terrorism research has studied the close relationship between the terrorists’ need to create spec-
tacular, horrifying acts of violence and the media’s desire to report about such events.[22] If no one knows 
about a terrorist attack (or why it took place), the terrorists face difficulties generating fear and thus ulti-
mately promoting particular political goals. That is why one of the core characteristics of a cyberattack—the 
possibility of anonymity—is not very useful for terrorists.[23] Terrorists usually take responsibility after an 
attack—either directly or indirectly—and they are dependent on the media reporting it.

The iconic pictures from September 11, 2001, are arguably the most obvious example of the importance of a 
spectacular attack: the fear painted in the eyes of the Americans fleeing the dust cloud of the collapsing tow-
ers or the lost souls plunging into the nothingness from the burning building was shown again and again in 
the national and global media. These images have engraved themselves in our collective memory and shaped 
US security policies ever since. Even lesser acts of terrorism—car bombs, beheadings, suicide bombings—
put terrorists and their cause on display in a spectacular fashion: they kill, destroy and make noise, and in a 
digital age, the violent images can be live streamed.[24] Especially videos of beheadings—as Simone Molin 
Friis has shown [25]—have the capacity to instill fear in those who identify with the victims.

Cyberterrorism scholars have long emphasized that cyberattacks do not have the same element of visuality.
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[26] The most popular worst-case scenario—the large-scale power outage—does not come with an explo-
sion, and although the image of a completely blacked-out city would be spectacular, it is difficult to know if 
the incident was an accident or an attack. Al Qaeda flew two planes into the World Trade Center for a reason: 
they wanted to make sure it did not appear like an accident. During power outages, it is not possible to live 
stream or find out exactly what is going on. Most people also experience power outages every now and then 
and it often leads to irritation and frustration but rarely creates fear.[27] Michael Stohl points to the 2003 
power outage in the northeastern part of the United States as an example of a major power outage that ini-
tially was suspected to be an act of cyberterrorism.[28] Later, it became clear that a combination of incom-
petence, poor maintenance and a fallen tree were to blame.[29] However, even when terrorists were believed 
to be behind it, it did not lead to fear, to significant economic damage or to a security political mobilization.

While existing cyberterrorism scholars are correct when stressing that cyberterrorists face much difficulty 
producing images similar to the ones of the suicide bomber, shooter or vehicular terrorist, fear and panic 
can have several roots. Both the 1984 Rajneeshee food poisoning attack in Oregon and the anthrax letters 
that killed four Americans in 2001 caused anxiety and public apprehension.[30] In that sense, the scholarly 
attention to the cyberterrorists’ visual challenge, although in most cases valid, is a product of the current 
focus on certain forms of terrorist acts that today’s right-wing and Islamic terrorists seem to prefer. Such 
perspective risks overlooking that fear-inducing terrorist attacks can take many visual forms. 

In early 2021, what is believed to be a lone hacker gained access to a water plant in the Bay Area and a few 
weeks later in Oldsmar, Florida. In the latter case, an attempt was made to raise the level of lye (NaOH) in the 
drinking water to poisonous levels. The poisoning was prevented only because an employee saw on his com-
puter monitor the cursor moving on its own and undid the hacker’s changes.[31] It is still unknown who was 
behind the attack and whether the hacker was actually willing to go through with the poisoning or simply 
was looking to make a statement. What it tells us, however, is that cyberattacks with the potential to cause 
fear do not necessarily require as high technical barriers of entry as the imaginary cyber 9/11 spectacle.

This article has so far revisited the existing explanations for the absence of cyberterrorism. The first two 
sections echo the existing literature’s claim that cyberterrorism faces technical and visual challenges—but, 
importantly, do not deny the possibility of future cyberterrorism. The technical barriers of entry are not 
static and not all forms of terrorism need big explosions to induce fear. Hacking with the purpose of causing 
fear and destruction, however, remains a time-consuming exercise. Those engaging in this exercise must 
embrace and enjoy the practice of sitting in front of a computer searching for mistakes in computer code 
or network settings and getting access to IT systems. Such practice makes it difficult for a non-tech-savvy 
violent extremist to opt for, and prefer, destructive cyberattacks as a tactical tool to deploy. Thus, a cyberter-
rorist must both embrace a hacker identity and a capacity of conducting acts of violence from a distance. The 
following sections take this as their analytical point of departure, hence adding two additional explanations 
that aim to bring more nuance to the literature. Such nuancing not only adds ammunition to those scholars 
who insist that cyberterrorism remains unlikely, it also helps to identify characteristics possessed by a fu-
ture cyberterrorist. The first additional explanation ties to terrorists themselves, and more specifically to the 
antithesis between violence as part of the terrorist’s (em-)bodied performance and hacking as a nonviolent 
prank subjectivity. This will be addressed next.

The Cyberterrorist’s Challenge of Violent Corporal Subjectivity
For years, studies of violent radicalization and extremism have sought to identify what gets people—mostly 
young men [32]—to carry out acts of terrorism. It has proven extremely difficult. The causes, whether at the 
individual, group, community or societal level, are not reducible to single factors. The role of religion and 
ideology, formative events in childhood, involvement in criminal environments, experiences of discrimi-
nation and exclusion, etc. are part of a complex interaction that has led many radicalization researchers to 
recognize that there are as many causal combinations as there are radicalized subjects.[33] Much of current 
scholarship has stopped short of making concrete suggestions on how subjects who embrace violent radical 
ideas actually become capable of performing violent acts. 
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There are, however, a few notable exceptions. For example, Michael Kimmel demonstrates that the perfor-
mative act of testing and proving one’s manhood in the United States through restorative violence is woven 
through a historical tapestry of the self-made man and violent frontier masculinity.[34] Manni Crone draws 
on Foucault’s “care of the self ” and Marcel Mauss’s “techniques of the body” when arguing that the terrorist’s 
readiness for violence is not only shaped cognitively, but mainly through bodily practices—or techniques—
which are learned through exercise and mimicry.[35] From her fieldwork with prospective militants in Den-
mark and her study of al Qaida and ISIS videos, Crone argues that while the jihadi video provides the (male) 
viewer with the ability to identify with the mujahedeen and imagine himself as performing the life of jihad, 
the mimetic practice of walking, talking, training and even producing fake reenacted beheading videos is 
transforming the subject and its violent capacities.[36] Similarly, Jonathan Ilan and Sveinung Sandberg ar-
gue—here, with inspiration from Bourdieu—that there is much continuity in attitudes and behaviors of the 
embodied, violent “street capital” of gang member and the violent jihadi, ultimately creating a resonance 
between the two fields.[37] Through case studies of “Jihadi John” and three Norwegian foreign fighters, the 
two scholars show that the practical and psychic cultivation of the capacity to effectively dispense violence 
and commit daring crimes, which the subjects experienced “on the street,” are naturally reinvested in violent 
jihadi milieus. 

In other words, individuals rarely become prone to violence solely by participating in intellectual, religious 
or political discussion about jihad or the need to prevent a “Muslim invasion” of Europe. They learn it by 
staging themselves in the images of idealized figures whether these be mythical cowboys, abstract others or 
specific gang leaders, jihadists, anti-fascists or right-wing extremists—and be it both in the way they train 
their body in the gym, mingle with violent (sub-)cultures and criminal environments or travel to training 
camps, where they get the opportunity to fire real guns.[38] Thus, the violent body of the (male) terrorist 
literally comes into being in the interaction with the weapons and the artefacts that have come to represent 
a soldier’s or freedom fighter’s subjectivity.[39, 40]

This does not mean that the emergence of the violent body has to take place in physical communities. An-
ders B. Breivik’s narcissistic self-portrayal in connection with his description of his preparations for the ter-
rorist attack in Utøya on 22 July, 2011 not only mirrored the temple-knightly representation of the defenders 
of Christianity, but also involved a cold, masculine, militaristic aesthetic known from first-person shooter 
games.[41] According to his own statement, Breivik even practiced his shooting skills playing Call of Duty, 
and he described his goals and missions in the same sober tone that characterizes such video games.[42] He 
even invested £400 to pose in a homemade uniform, complete with fake medals.[43]

Yet, prospective terrorists’ violent, bodily mimetic practices stand in contrast to the hacker groups that have 
been labeled cyberterrorists in the past such as the online phenomenon Anonymous.[44] Anonymous grew 
out of the more obscure parts of Internet chat forums where sexual deviations and violence were often very 
explicitly portrayed.[45] Yet for those who identify as part of Anonymous (Anons), their body performances 
seem fundamentally different from the one of prospective violent militants. Anons’ hacking practices are 
neither violent nor related to the aesthetic of the physically performing body. 

To digital anthropologist Gabriella Coleman, it is in the hacker’s DNA to sit still for hours and patiently 
search for mistakes in almost endless lines of computer code and network settings just to get the thrill of 
gaining access to a system, simply to prove one’s ability to outsmart others or to prank unaware targets.[46] 
In other words, the bodily thrill of the hacker primarily relates to the moment a technical puzzle is solved 
and access is gained, not the moment a (violent) body is sacrificed or put on the line. This is clearly evident 
for the 18-year-old hacker who in September 2022—without having any idea what to do with data—gained 
full admin access to several Uber systems and thereby to an embarrassingly large amount of sensitive infor-
mation. The hacker simply ended up posting that Uber had suffered a data breach on the company’s Slack 
channel.[47] This example is consistent with Coleman’s argument that the techniques that are learned and 
mimicked online by hacker communities, and Anons in particular are those that aim to humiliate, prank 
and display the incompetence of others through the manipulation of online information or the access to 
it.[48] Therefore, it is not surprising that nonviolent tactics such as the hacking and leaking of confidential 
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documents and denying access to, or defacing, websites remain the modus operandi of not only Anony-
mous’ activism but hacktivism in general.

During the 50 days in 2011 that the technically capable Anonymous subgroup, LulzSec, existed, it managed 
to leak classified information from Sony, took the CIA’s public website offline and posted fake stories on 
various official news websites.[49] Similarly in the ongoing Russo-Ukrainian war, hacktivists including An-
ons joined forces with the Ukrainian IT Army and have since taken credit for posting classified information 
from Russian government agencies and about Russian soldiers fighting in Ukraine, for playing Ukrainian 
music and anti-war songs on Russia state radio and for creating traffic jams in Moscow by ordering hun-
dreds of taxis to the same location.[50] Such activities suggest that politically oriented hackers are informa-
tion warriors rather than violent freedom fighters.

So far, this section has approached hacking not simply as a tactic anyone can deploy but as a particular form 
of subjectivity without a violent corporality. However, trying to embrace this form of subjectivity comes with 
a caveat. Obviously, there are hackers out there who—while being structured, meticulous, patient and sys-
tematic when searching for programming or IT administrative mistakes and when developing exploits—do 
not embrace the prankers-identity that Coleman describes. In the above instances, the highly skillful crimi-
nal hackers or those working in private cyber surveillance companies are clearly driven mainly by economic 
incentives when they patiently work to outsmart other network administrators, end users or programmers. 

Yet, a cyberterrorist not drawn toward a violent corporality, whether emerging from radicalized online col-
lectives or from a successful recruitment campaign by terrorist groups such as IRA or Aum Shinrikyo, faces 
a last challenge, namely distrust. As is argued in the next section, online distrust is a serious challenge to 
terrorist groups.

The Cyberterrorist’s Social Challenge
The first section on the technical challenges emphasized that the development of sophisticated, targeted 
cyberattacks is generally a team sport. And it was argued that it remains unlikely that non-state terrorist 
groups can simply procure the technical capabilities from private companies or cybercriminal syndicates. 
This means that the few sympathizers of terrorist groups who actually manage to recruit individuals with a 
high degree of technical skills, in all likelihood have to facilitate cooperation between these individuals in 
order to be able to develop and execute targeted cyberattacks. However, as the skills are in both high demand 
and in low supply, it is unlikely that such individuals can be brought together physically. This is especially 
the case, as argued in the previous section, because it is unlikely that hackers are drawn to the same kind of 
physical training and bodily performativity as most prospective terrorists. As a result, the attempts to coor-
dinate and collaborate to conduct acts of cyberterrorism are more likely to be reminiscent of what we have 
experienced around the online phenomenon Anonymous or other hacktivist collectives where all interac-
tion, planning and execution continue to take place exclusively online.

Anonymous is hard to pin down. The individuals identifying with the phenomenon vary in technical skills 
and political interest and include hackers, nerds, spammers, activists, and sexual deviants.[51] The online 
collective (or collectives) around Anonymous is characterized by anonymity (or pseudonymity) and lack of 
leadership, which has often led to spontaneous and relatively random forms of mobilization. However, ano-
nymity—which is otherwise described as cyberspace’s greatest asset [52]—is part of the social challenge for 
prospective cyberterrorists. The online operations and hacktivism carried out by some of the most skilled 
of Anonymous’ breakaway groups, LulzSec and AntiSec, are again illustrative. First, the social nature of the 
Internet led to the capture and conviction of the vast majority of the group members. The members obtained 
social recognition online and were not willing to give up their pseudonyms, as this would inevitably mean 
the loss of the much-sought-after idol status that the groups’ activities had given them. The desire for social 
recognition enabled the police to collect data on the pseudonyms and wait for carelessness and errors that 
made actual, physical identification possible.[53] By the time LulzSec transitioned into AntiSec and mem-
bers became increasingly political and revolutionary in their rhetoric as well as more ambitious in their 
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hacking operations, the police had collected enough evidence to arrest the majority of the participants.[54] 
The lesson from this is that those groups that emerge, develop and radicalize their political identity exclu-
sively online are challenged by the social dynamics that exist in the online community supporting the group. 
However, already-constituted terrorist groups also face a social challenge if they seek to recruit a cyberter-
rorist, namely the challenge of trust.

Second, anonymity and pseudonymity are not conducive to building trust in social communities. Although 
mistrust and trust building are often inevitable conditions of terrorist groups,[55] the lack of physical in-
teraction in online groups makes it less risky to pretend to be a sympathizer, thus rendering infiltration 
easier. And it makes it more difficult to build the “thick trust”—to use Putnam’s formulation—that several 
terrorism scholars have argued is vital for recruits to become properly involved in the terrorist organization’s 
activities.[56] Furthermore, trust not only relates to interpersonal relations, but to the technology as well. 
Terrorists must trust that the encryption software and servers actually ensure their anonymity. The more 
members suddenly disappear from the communication platforms, the more the online communities will 
become permeated by mistrust. When it became evident that one of the founders of LulzSec, Hector “Sabu” 
Monsegur, was an FBI informant, it led to outright paranoia among the other group members and support-
ers. Coleman described how the mistrust since then has almost eradicated the attempts to engage in more 
serious and explicitly political collaborations in Anonymous.[57]

Political collaborations both in the context of Anonymous and other hacktivist groups, however, have seen 
a revival with increasing tension in Eastern Europe and particularly after the outbreak of the ongoing Rus-
so-Ukrainian war. Groups such as the Cyber Partisans have been active in targeting the authoritarian gov-
ernments, and their recent coordinated cyber activities provide more nuance to the issue of trust. The Be-
larusian Cyber Partisans whose members, apart from the spokesperson, are anonymous even to each other, 
have successfully compromised dozens of databases in the Lukashenko government and most spectacularly 
disrupted the Belarusian railway system to prevent mobilization efforts of Russian troops near the Ukrainian 
border.[58] The group’s capacity to collaborate or coordinate exclusively online without the usual amount 
of distrust relates to the fact that all its members are believed to be exiled Belarusian IT professionals.[59] 
Living in exile (most likely in the West) means that they do not fear being prosecuted as criminals or ter-
rorists by Russia or Belarus—even if they could be identified. Since the Russian war of aggression started on 
24 February, 2022, many Western governments allow hackers to actively support the Ukrainian IT Army.
[60] This would most likely also be the case if groups such as the Cyber Partisans succeeded in performing 
destructive cyberattacks. Thus, distrust becomes problematic mainly when those involved fear prosecution. 

However, if hacktivists in peacetime were able to create widespread fear in society through destructive cy-
berattacks for political or religious ends, then international efforts to trace, arrest and bring to court the 
hackers as cyberterrorists would be significantly more likely. As a result, the social challenges associated 
with recognition and trust-building mean that a prospective cyberterrorist is most likely going to be work-
ing alone and is willing to work isolated for months to secretly plan, develop and ultimately execute a de-
structive cyberattack. 

Conclusion: Identifying the Potential Non-State Cyberterrorist
The article opened with the question of why no instances of cyberterrorism have occurred until today. In 
response to this question, the article provided a pair of well-known and a pair of new explanations: a tech-
nical and visual explanation on the one hand, and a corporal and social on the other. Based on these four 
explanations, it becomes possible to suggest the likely characteristics of the cyberterrorist of the future. The 
cyberterrorist embodies a fundamentally different figure than the Islamist or right-wing terrorists who dom-
inate the current Western security discourse. The figure is also fundamentally different from Hollywood’s 
representation of cyberterrorism in the form of the evil, psychotic Bond movie-type villain who wants to 
produce a cyber 9/11 or the anarchist collective in the TV series Mr. Robot that comes together physically in 
one place to throw the world into chaos. If we are to experience cyberterrorism, we will most likely face an 
antisocial Unabomber-like figure who has independently acquired the necessary technical know-how, while 
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not being drawn to a violent visual spectacle or to the dominant imitations of a violent jihadi or right-wing 
corporality. Instead, the figure is likely drawn to the meticulous, solitary and patient practice of hacking but 
must not get enough bodily thrill from gaining access to an IT system or from receiving praises online for 
having outsmarted others. Rather, the cyberterrorist must somehow be drawn to, and be bodily capable of, 
conducting acts of violence without having possessed a hacker figure—or other unrealistic, evil Bond mov-
ie-type villains—to mimic. Thus, if and when cyberterrorism is to occur, the non-state cyberterrorist will 
first have to overcome the four challenges outlined in this article. 
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